
PHYS 311 FALL 2015 HWA 1. Due Mon Feb 15’th
1. Consider the canonical position and momentum operators of two particles
with different masses. For simplicity assume only one space dimension. The
canonical commutation relations are

[Pa, Pb] = 0

[Xa, Xb] = 0

[Xa, Pb] = i~δab

where a and b are in {1, 2} and they refer to the particle label.
Now consider the following operators

XCM ≡ m1X1 +m2X2

m1 +m2

PCM ≡ P1 + P2

Show that
[XCM, PCM] = i~

Now let us introduce a relative position variable as follows

Xrel ≡ X2 −X1

Show that one has

[Xrel, XCM] = 0

[Xrel, PCM] = 0

But what would be the canonical momentum associated with Xrel? To that
end define the following operator

Prel ≡ αP1 + βP2

First, of course [Prel, PCM] = 0. Now consider the following equations as
requirements

[XCM, Prel] = 0

[Xrel, Prel] = i~

To find α and β.
So as far as variables are concerned we have transformed to an equivalent set

of canonical pairs of operators. The physical interpretation is of course different.
Originally we had two particles with positions and momenta. Now we have
an effective particle which is associated with the center of mass variables and
another effective particle associated with the distance between these particles.

This new set of variables are very useful in many contexts, but of course one
must be careful.

To that end let us consider the following hamiltonian
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H =
1

2m1
P1

2 +
1

2m2
P2

2

show that the following holds,

H =
1

mT
PCM

2 +
1

2µ
Prel

2

where mT = m1 +m2 and µ is the reduced mass.
Note that this kind of new variables are very useful if one has a potential

in the hamiltonian that is a function of Xrel. For instance if we start with
something like this

H =
1

2m1
P1

2 +
1

2m2
P2

2 + V (|X2 −X1|)

in the new variables it will become

H =
1

mT
PCM

2 +
1

2µ
Prel

2 + V (|Xrel|)

Show that the stationary state wavefunctions -eigenfunctions of the hamiltonian-
can be separated as

Ψ = f(XCM)g(Xrel)

This is the aspect of quantum analogue of systems such as hydrogen atom
-in the non-relativistic and electrostatic approximation.

Now let us consider a case where these new variables are not really too
useful since the boundary conditions are a bit crazy. Consider two mutually
non-interacting particles in a 1D box of length L. We know that the energy
function for this system is

H =
1

mT
PCM

2 +
1

2µ
Prel

2

But since the box imposes infinite potential at its boundaries there are the
following boundary conditions on the system

Ψ(x1, x2 = 0) = Ψ(Ψ(x1, x2 = L) = Ψ(x1 = 0, x2) = Ψ(x1 = L, x2) = 0

Show that this boundary condition is not as clean as it is above when one
uses the center of mass and relative co-ordinates.

Now consider the case of identical particles -we ignore spin. Let us also
assume that these particles are mutually non-interacting as a first approximation
and that they are put in a 1D box of length L. The hamiltonian is

H =
1

2m
P1

2 +
1

2m
P2

2

along with the box boundary conditions.
Show that the following
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ψ =
2

L
sin(πn1x1/L) sin(πn2x2/L)

are properly normalized energy eigenfunctions, with energy

E =
~2π2

2mL2

(
n21 + n22

)
Properly normalized means one has∫ ∫

dx1dx2|Ψ|2 = 1

Now surely the energy function is symmetric -because the masses are the
same- under the interchange n1 ↔ n2. This means that

φ =
2

L
sin(πn2x1/L) sin(πn1x2/L)

is a different state that carries the same energy. SHow this.
This simply means, in view of the linearity of the Schroedinger’s equation,

that one can form linear combinations of ψ and φ to form new states of the same
energy. In particular we can create combinations such that one has eigenstates
of an operators that does the interchange n1 ↔ n2. Consider the followings

ψ± ≡
1√
2

(ψ ± φ)

The factor of
√

2 is there for a proper normalization, check it.
Let us assume the existence of a linear operator Op that does the interchange.

Show that under this

Opψ± = ±ψ±

So the operator Op is also now diagonalized. Hence we did diagonalize
the hamiltonian and another operator. But anything that commutes with the
hamiltonian is a candidate for a quantum number if we follow the doctrine of
quantum mechanics. So the question is the existence of such an observable, or
quantum number.

The answer is YES. There us such an observable and is called the statistical
character of the identical particles under consideration. We shall call them
fermions if the operator Op is observed to have −1 eigenvalue and if one has +1
as eigenvalue they are called bosons.

Note that we have only considered the position variables in this example,
and if the particles are really put in a box in such a way that any mutual
interaction is negligible this is a valid situation. Note that when n1 = n2 the
anti-symmetric combination is vanishing everywhere and hence can not possibly
represent a physical state. But the anti-symmetry can be achieved by another
quantum number.

For instance let us assume that there is another quantum number associated
with these objects, which is not related to the position or momentum variables.
let us call this quantum number s1 and s2 for these particles. Let us also assume
that this quantum number can only take two possible values; up or down. Now
argue that a wave-function that is anti-symmetric under the exchange of both
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quantum numbers, n1 ↔ n2 along with s1 ↔ s2 is possible without the state
becoming identically zero. We shall elaborate on these next week.
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